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Abstract 
Contrary to the school of thought that Diplomacy started with the states 

system; that was birthed by the Peace Treaty of Westphalia in 1648, 

following the end of the thirty years war of 1618-1648, evidence are 

mounting that indeed elements and practice of diplomacy existed long 

before 1648. This is not only evident in European Histriology, wherein the 

sense of European cultural unity as portrayed by Christendom – an 

inference to the religion that united the Europeans, and set them apart 

from the Ottoman ‘Heathen’ and the ‘Barbarian’, the Chou Dynasty of 

1122 BC – 221 BC and the Greek City States of 800 BC-322 BC and other 

international intercourse of the era. But, also in the Eastern Niger Delta in 

particular and Africa in general. This is based on the assumption that 

whereas the appellation and concept of Diplomacy may not have been 

fully evolved; throughout the annals of Hunan History – primitive or 

modern cultures, these elements of modern day practices abound in Inter 

– Nations intercourse, though in verigated forms.  The paper examines the 

Indigenous Diplomacy of the Kalabari, specifically the people”s belief in 

Deities and the influence of same on the practice of indigenous diplomacy 

and the general outlook to life of the people. The paper concludes that, it 

is the failure of fervent devotion to the indigenous concept of the Supreme 

Being, and the lack of adherence to the lessons therefrom; even when 

Christianity has not been whole heartedly and earnestly embraced that is 

responsible for the perceived moral decadence in today’s society. 

 

Key Words:  Indigenous Diplomacy, Deity, Supernatural, Supreme 

Being, Religious Beliefs. 
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Introduction 

Conceptual Clarification 

Indigenous Diplomats have devoted much attention to the concept of deity 

in religious practices, and they agree that religious customs are found in all 

cultures (Hurton, 1968; Taylor 1972; Iyala,1991). In fact, in many cultures, 

religious beliefs and practices may play the major role in integrating a way 

of life into a functional unity. Many non literate societies lack a word for 

Religion, and it is true that the religious beliefs and practise of a number of 

cultures differ greatly from those to which we are familiar; but all are alike, 

in that, they concern the supernatural and perform similar functions. 

 

Diplomats have described religion as beliefs and practices having to do 

with the concept of the supernatural. However, it is often difficult to 

distinguish religious from non-religious customs, and diplomats are by no 

means agreed on the criteria for defining religion. Some emphasize 

emotional commitment to something beyond one’s self, whether it be a 

supernatural person or an ideological cause. Others emphasize a sense of 

awe. The position of this paper however, is that most phenomena that have 

been called deity – God, gods, spirits – have to do with what could be 

described as the supernatural. The supernatural is defined as anything that 

appears to Euroamericans to be unexplainable by the rationalistic, 

naturalistic assumptions that govern their logic and science (Alagoa, 1971) 

. The issue for diplomatic practice is not which beliefs are correct, but what 

is the nature and function of the customs that involve belief in what 

Euroamericans refer to as supernaturalistic phenomena and how has same 

affected the relation of states. 

 

To a large extent, it is conventional for anthropologists to distinguish two 

major kinds of extra-human supernatural powers: beliefs in supernatural 

persons and belief in impersonal supernatural entities or power. Belief in 

supernatural persons is called animism, and its objects of belief include: 

souls, personal spirits and gods. These are supernatural in the sense that 
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they are ordinarily thought of as completely or largely nonmaterial and 

their existence cannot be confirmed by modern science. Such beings are 

persons in that they have the attributes of people: they are conscious, have 

will and intention, and experience the emotion that humans feel. 

 

The Supreme Being in African Philosophy 

The concept of Reality is holistic for the African. The world around him is 

one of forces that are intertwined and depends on one another, and that is 

hierarchically related and is in one another. Jalm (1961) has observed that 

in Africa, theology, politics, philosophy, land law, medicine, birth and 

burial among others, all find themselves logically concatenated  in a system 

so tight that to subtract one item from the whole is to paralyze the structure 

of the whole. In the African belief system, the treatment of the hierarchies 

of forces almost always places a being of supreme monistic dimensions at 

the top most position. Therefore, it becomes imperative to evaluate such a 

force in relation to man and his society - The African society. 

 

The Africa’s idea of God could be deduced through the idea of causality. 

According to Edeh (1985), all elements of creation find their effectiveness 

through some benevolence. For instance, ‘the earth did not endow itself 

with the power of fertility’ he argues; “otherwise she would not need the 

force of other elements to be fertile”. If this is true, then, where lies the 

earth’s power of fertility? It is this reasoning that gives birth to a super-

human power; that all knowing, all sensible power which the Kalabari of 

the Eastern Niger Delta, Nigeria call “Tamuno” – the creator, who is the 

ultimate foundation of all that be, the author of existence and all forms of 

life (Asimea, 2020). 

 

Thinking along this line, an accurate concept of God for the African is the 

Supreme Being that is at the apex of the hierarchy of forces in whom all 

perfection dreamt of by man is actualized (Asogwa, 2005; Asimiea, 2020). 

He is Omnipresent, Omnipotent and Omniscience. The sole power of 
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production is attributed to this Supreme Being as only He can bestow same 

on elements. The corollary is that the only genuine power a Being has is the 

power of production; it is a power derived from the power of God in 

producing the universe. To the African, it is in manifest and genuine 

bestowment of such power on elements and things of the world that they 

become gods; therefore, God exists; gods exist and both rule in the affairs 

of men (Asimiea 2020). 

 

 Kalabari of the Eastern Niger Delta 

The core Kalabari of the South-Eastern fringes of the Niger Delta, Nigeria 

had their historic and ancient settlement in Elem Kalabari, on the banks of 

the New Calabar River – Kalabari Toru. They were said to have settled in 

the area sometimes in the 15th century. They had their first contacts with the 

Europeans and English merchants about the close of same century.  All 

available traditions attest that there were various immigrations into the 

island of Elem Kalabari which ultimately became the Kalabari City-State. 

By a combination of several factors the Kalabari controlled some 

considerable proportion of the Atlantic Trade, and the Kalabari became 

highly prosperous by virtue of their control of the markets in the 

neighbourhood, and particularly the markets in the Igbo hinterland; first 

during the trade in slaves, and later when the trade in forest produce 

became the main commodity of commerce (Tasie 2013). Also worthy of 

mention is that at various times the Kalabari contended for leadership in 

the politics and the commercial activities in the Eastern Niger Delta for 

which they engaged in war with Bonny, Okrika, Brass and their Engenni 

neighbours. It was obvious however that other city states were envious of 

the Kalabari because of their strategic settlement by the bank of the New 

Calabar River which was the highway for the trades and a lead -way to the 

Ikwerre hinterland (Eferebo 2005). The Kalabari however, suffered their 

major setback in the closing decades of the 19th century as a result of some 

internal crises which culminated in the balkanization of the core Kalabari 

City State into the settlements of Bakana, Abonnema, and Buguma. What 
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was known as Kalabari beginning from the 20th century however comprised 

of more settlements than the above. Thus, in a broad sense Kalabari is a 

conglomeration of some thirty-three towns and villages which have over 

the years by varying circumstance come together to regard themselves as a 

nation of people. 

 

Kalabari Diplomacy and the Concept of Deity 

As we have observed earlier, there is no culture without religion. This is 

true of the Kalabari in their cultural or traditional set-up. So the Kalabaari 

tie up their existence, and the existence of all else to a Supreme Power 

responsible for the visible and invisible state of being. 

 

In Kalabari cosmogony, this Supreme Power or Being known generally as 

God is a dual being, Olomina-Ogina. The Olo aspect of this Being- is 

masculine and negative while the Ogina aspect is feminine and positive. 

Olomina-Oginaba is responsible both for creation and destruction; for birth 

and death; for success and failure; for forbearance and for vengeance. Every 

pair of active life in opposites is controlled by Olomina-Oginaba. (Hurton, 

1968; Iyalla, 1991).  This concept is portrayed in the traditional dirge of the 

Okoro played at the "death of a chief 'Opu Tamuno. Opu Tamuno; lyeri Pa Ba, 

Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba: lyeri Pa Ba,:Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Animuibiya Mo? Iyeri 

Pa Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba  (Great God, you keep on killing and 

killing and killing, is it not enough? You keep on killing and killing and 

killing). The drummer then goes on to ask: ‘Olomina-Oginaba Ba te mo, 

Aniya? Inn! Ogina Temebo; (Olomina-Oginnaba has killed, not so? Yes! 

Ogina creates; Olomina kills; Olomina-Oginaba keeps creating and killing. 

Infallible is Olomina-Oginaba). Then the drummer goes back to the first 

phrasing. (Iyalla. 1991). 

 

This clearly indicates that the Kalabari in their traditional religion, believed 

in the omnipotence and infallibility of God. It should be borne in mind that 

the Kalahari had, and held, this concept long before they had any dealings 
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with- the Europeans. Let us examine other names of God in Kalabari 

traditional religion. The most common Kalahari name for God is Tamuno. 

And Tamuno is a later-day corruption of the original name Teme-Aro (she 

who 'creates). On the visible mundane plane, the female seem to be 

responsible for procreation. So, initially, the Kalahari took the Supreme 

Parent of all things to be a woman, hence, the feminine ending 'Aro' in the 

name Temearo. At a later stage of their sojourn, the word was corrupted to 

Teme-n’bo thus changing the ending to a neutral  gender and finally it has 

assumed its present form Tamuno (Iyalla, 1991). The Kalabari identified 

God's abode with heaven, a concept shared by many other cultures. Still 

obsessed with the idea of "a Supreme Female” they identified the heavenly 

abode as having a daughter in charge, as in Roman Catholic Ave Maria – 

'Hail! Mary Queen of Heaven' and so the Kalabari called that sublime being 

Opu-so-Ba  (Great Daughter of Heaven). Like the Yahweh of the Hebrews, 

the name Opu-so-Ba is so sacred, God is not invoked in that name except in 

times of national crisis and that by the chief priest or the high priest. She 

could be addressed in the drum but the name must be spoken only by the 

priest or the high priest. 

 

Kalabari seem to be in broad agreement that the world was created and is 

sustained by a supreme being variously known as Tamuno and as So-

(Heaven). When talking about the 'creation of things from formless 

material, they tend to use the word Tamuno, which refers to a female 

principle. When talking about the subsequent fortunes of entities so 

created, they tend to use the word So, which refers to a neuter principle. 

Again, whether referred to as Tamuno or as So, the supreme being is thought 

of in some contexts as a single entity and in others as having a series of 

aspects of refractions. Thus, people talk of Tamuno as the unitary creator 

and sustainer of the world. But they also talk of each individual as having 

his or her own Tamuno. Again, they talk of So as the unitary force behind 

the course of events. But they also talk of each town, each house and each 

individual as having a distinct guiding so. Thus, they refer to ama teme so, 
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the so of the town, wari teme  so, the so of the House, and finally tombo so, a 

person’s so. 

 

According to the Kalabari, the supreme being created and sustains  not only 

the  visible, tangible world, but also a host of lesser spirit.  These "lesser” 

beings fall into three main categories: the am’oru or founding heroes of the 

community, the duein or ancestral founders of the various lineages and 

houses and the owuamapu or spirits of the waters. Let’s look at these 

concepts seriatim and in closer details. 

 

Amatemeso 

Besides the Supreme Deity, the Kalabari have Amatemeso, There are 'three 

aspects in this name, via: Ama., Teme, and So. Ama means town, i.e: the 

settlement inhabited by the people as a permanent and continuing abode; 

Teme, as a verb, means -to create, but if Teme is used as a noun, it means 

spirit. And So means heaven or sky or firmament. So is also used to mean 

God. Taken together the name means either- God or Heaven who made or 

created the town, or the trinity of the town, the spirit "and God. Taken either 

way it indicates a set of lower manifestation of God or the spirit on the 

earth-plane, 

 

Ama Oru 

In contradistinction to Amatemeso, the Kalabari also have Ama Oru. This 

again is a compound word: Ama and Oru. Among the Kalabari, when a 

King, Chief or other revered leaders or patriarch dies he is deified. A hut 

(shrine) is build where his spirit is consulted and libations are made in 

supplication and solicitation for his continuous favour, and to placate his 

spirit where the need arises. Such venerated ancestors, overtime, become 

the fallen Heroes of the town – ‘Ama Oru’. The meaning of Oru, then is 

venerable Hero. Kalabari and their linguistic neighbours of Ibani, Nembe 

and Okrika have exactly the same name for Amatemeso – the guarding 

angel of the town. However, they have different names for their respective 
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Ama Oru. The Ama Oru of the core Kalabari is known as Owamekaso; that 

of Bonny, Ikuba, of Okrika, Fenibeso and Nembe, Ogidiga. Whereas 

Owamekaso (Akaso for short) of Kalabari is female; Fenibeso of Okrika, 

Ogidiga of Nembe , Keni Opuso of Ke and Simiingi of Tombia respectively 

are males. This goes to show the dual sexual nature of the Supreme Being - 

in the religious concepts of all people in that part of the world. Apart from 

these, there are other spiritual beings   which are intermediaries between 

the Supreme Being and man. There are other existences, invisible but 

powerful, known as Owu. These belong to the elements of water, and like 

any beings they have males and females as well as good and bad ones. The 

goodness or badness of their nature does not in any way depend on their 

sex. Some of these are believed to be capable of coming to the earth plane 

to possess human beings,- especially the womenfolk. They do not just 

possess- them, they marry them. 

 

The Kalabari traditional religion recognizes the cosmogony known as the 

‘Ancient World’. This is seen in their beliefs of the dual spiritual classes of 

existence: the Oru, and Owu. Whereas Owu is the generic name of all 

elemental spirits of the water, Oru is strictly applied to elements of the air; 

and both are capable of marrying and/or possessing humans. Both Oru and 

Owu could be invoked in certain differing circumstances as they are 

believed to be agents of God. They both have their social statuses as we 

have in our human society. They may be solicited to help in certain worldly 

conditions or they may be invoked to wreak vengeance. Some of them are 

potentates, some primates some knaves and some warriors. 

 

Duein (Ancestral spirits) 

There are also the ancestral spirits which are deified. Until today, Christians 

who, by natural birth, have no connections with the Jews still talk of and 

pray to 'the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob', the ancestors of the Jews. 

And the Lord and Master Jesus in one of his defences told the Jews that God 

is not a God of the dead but of the living. This is the exact position in which 
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the Kalabari place themselves when they invoke their ancestors as 

intermediaries between the living and the Supreme Being. 'Like as a father 

pitieth his children' (Psalm 103:13) is the guiding principle in Kalabari 

ancestral worship. Every father, as the head of his family, has great control 

of his children and the entire family. He fends for them in every respect and 

reprimands and punishes them if and when they err. The father is held in 

this high and revered esteem whether alive or dead. The Kalabari have 

great abhorrence for eye - service, so even with the father, the forebear, the 

ancestor, long dead, the Kalabari hold him venerably. In this is found an act 

of perpetual obedience and honour due to parents. These ancestral spirits 

known as duein generally, is the .name given to departed souls. And the 

Kalabari place this class of worshipful intermediaries above both the Oru 

and Owu as can readily be deciphered from the saying 'Duein bere si Oru 

bere nengim', i.e., it is worse to offend the Duein than to offend Oru. And in 

this statement Oru includes all elemental spirits. 

 

We find it necessary to touch in passing, the place held by these many 

intermediaries in Kalabari traditional religion. These are all invisible and 

supposed to be in the spiritual realm. As an invisible Being, the Kalabari 

believe Opu Tamuno is a Great Spirit. It is, therefore, believed that flesh and 

blood may not sufficiently satisfy, please, entreat, entice, gratify and 

appease him. So any approach to this Supreme Being must be through 

lesser beings that are already in the spirit world. The mathematical 

principle of ‘ moving from the known to the unknown’ applies. The closer 

the tie between any two people the more they know not only of themselves, 

but also of themselves. This is why the ancestral spirit is closer to the 

individual than Oru, and Owu and any other elemental. This explains why 

it is worse to offend an ancestral spirit than the elemental. The act of 

Intermediation is often triggered off by the solicitation: ‘go to Opu Tamuno 

and obtain such and such from him for me (us)’. Just as the Christian 

convert would make his petition to God through Jesus Christ, so the 
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traditional religionist makes his orison to God through the myriads of 

spiritual intermediaries.  

 

Nature of Shrines in Kalabari  

Shrines are holy or sacred places dedicated to specific deity, ancestor, hero, 

martyr, or similar figure of awe and respect at which the said figure is 

venerated or worshipped. Like the hearth and the several mounds in 

Ancient Greece, the shrines were the earliest centres of worship and 

socialization in Kalabari. Amidst the myriad of shrines in the Kalabari 

nation, three categories of shrines are discernible. They include the deital 

shrines, societal shrines and the ancestral shrine. The deital shrines are 

dedicated to tutelary deities like Akaso of Kalabari, or Keni Opuso of Ke, 

the societal shrines belong to the spirits associated with cultural 

associations and the uninitiated may not enter, unlike the deital shrines 

where all male citizens of the town can enter. An example of a societal 

shrine is the shrine of Ekine society or the Okpolodo shrine. The next 

category is the Ancestral shrine. As the name implies, this is a shrine for the 

spirit of a departed ancestor like King Amakiri I of Kalabari or King Omoni 

of Ke. We shall discuss these in greater details later but, it suffice now to 

look at the structure of the shrines in Kalabari. 

 

Structure of the shrines 

The different shrines serve different purposes as different spirits are 

venerated; and the shrines are located in different localities. Shrines are 

found all around the Kalabari nation; and they come in different shapes. 

Some are built huts, some without roofs, others are mere clearing in the 

wood to form a groove; some are even built right inside the water. 

Structurally, hard white mangrove sticks are used as pillar, thatches, but 

more recently metal sheets for the roofing and fern fronds, palm leaves and 

white cloth are used to cover the front. However, whereas these shrines are 

different, they tend to share a common trend. The construction of all shrines 

must be completed same day. Therefore, all hands must be on deck. This is 
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done amidst libations and supplications to the spirit to come and in dwell 

the shrine. The drummers and minstrels played a significant role. Some 

shrines are partitioned to provide for inner apartment where sacred 

paraphernalia and other articles of worship could be stored. There is the 

outer section of the hall with the mounds for the various spirits on which 

libation is poured and seats are provided. At the fore of the structure, yet 

an outer section is provided, beyond which women are not allowed; and 

finally a court yard for general celebrations; where men and women mingle. 

 

Synbols and Significance of Items Used at the Shrines 

White mangrove trees (oko and iboli) are mainly used for the main pillars of 

the shrine and these indicate strength and stamina. Then there is the fern. 

Here, a special type of fern which grows among mangrove trees is used. It 

is believed to be .the special symbol of all spirits connected with water. 

Then, there is the bud of the palm frond which is the symbol of spiritual 

purity. The white cloth found at some shrines is often used as a substitute 

for the palm frond and typifies purity. Eggs are used as the symbol of life. 

Plantains always open out 'their hands' to Heaven in supplication-. Yam is 

a symbol of food generally; hence, we have it in every major offering. Kaolin 

– toru,  also symbolizes purity; being dug out of the earth, it is also a symbol 

of all good things received from the earth. Kola-nuts are regarded as the 

food of the spirits. Alligator pepper is a cleansing element. There is a special 

wand, ofo, used at some shrines to seal whatever is done. The bangle or 

bracelet worn by the priests; priestesses and other cultists is an emblem of 

union with the spirits of the shrine. Cowries are also used for their latent 

divinatory power.    

 

Acts of Worship in the Shrine              

Drink offering (libation) are usually made at all the shrines. Libation could 

also be poured away from the shrines by invoking the names of the spirit 

to be either appeased or solicited for aid. With the single exception of Ke, 

libations are poured soon after opening the bottle of drink. The person 
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pouring the libation first tastes the drink, to ensure that it is genuine, then 

he starts the incantation and invocations. In  Ke; it is after everyone present 

has taken a share of the drink that the last bit is libated.  The argument is 

that the last bit is for the elders and that the gods and ancestors are by far 

older than anyone else alive. However, libations are made for plethora of 

reasons.        

 

For sacrifices of reverence, a ram, a he-goat, a dog, a cock or a fish (agbara 

and osisi) form the most essential ingredient. The type of flesh differs 

according to the shrine or the purpose of the sacrifice. If the sacrifice is in 

fulfillment of a vow then what is vowed is used. If the vow simply says 'I 

will present "a pot" of food (or yam) to you’, then the special flesh peculiar 

to the spirit of that shrine is used with other ingredients and some yam and 

plantain. With every offering of food, there is also libation. The day before 

the sacrifice is the final day for all necessary preparations. When. 

everything assembled is ready, the priest of the shrine or someone else 

standing in for him, collects the drink from the person offering the sacrifice 

and 'gives notice' (iruo duko) to the spirit of the shrine to inform and 

assemble all to come and share with it the meal to be prepared for it the 

following day. This all-important notice is given by libation without which 

there would be no sacrifice the following day. In some cases, the position of 

the moon, the tide and traditional Sabbath (fenibene) are all considered 

before the day for the sacrifice is fixed. In other cases any day fits. 

 

Deities and all the accompanying libations, sacrifices and the existence of 

shrines among the Kalabari are pervasive. The influences and significance 

of same on all matters of life and living;: whether in respect to personal and 

family well-being, international relations in the economic and political 

spheres; or social and aesthetic concerns. This is also true of all aspects of 

indigenous diplomacy of the Kalabari. As Barbot (1699) noted: before the 

King goes on board any Trading Ship several libations and sacrifices were 

made in the shrines as the King makes vows for a successful trip. Judging 
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from the whole gamut of activities involved, it may be erroneous to 

consider these phenomena within the ambit of religion or under the rubric 

of matters pertaining divine worship. Here lies the difficulty in drawing a 

line between what amount to religious and non-religious practice. These 

culture based practices are intertwined. The issue involved here spans the 

mundane, and the search for solution to them in the psychological realms, 

and do not appeal to the supernatural. The sacred, as conceived here, 

pertains to the phenomenology of mind-over-matter- a statement that man 

is not simply flesh but also spirit or essence. It embodies the philosophy 

that man is not only mammalian but a creative, moral being. By this quality 

and its exploitation, he is able to overcome physical limitation. Therefore, 

in all important activities of the Kalabari, the spiritual force in him as also 

in Nature (teme), has to be acknowledged and relied upon in order not to 

reduce man or even objects to the banalities of materialism and ideology in 

which value derives only sheer utility. The concept so represented by the 

Kalahari is that of 'extraordinary' force powerfully affecting human 

existence (but which are .not necessarily 'super-human' much less 'super-

natural'; since it is living persons who project or uphold these 

conceptualizations). The Kalabari confirm this position of being proponents 

of the 'deities', by their adage that, , 'if a god becomes overbearing, people 

will tell it the stick out of which it is carved'. The responses of human beings 

as against other mammals manifest in man's capability of self-

determination through a creative manipulation of experience. This ultra-

mammalian capability in each human individual is represented by the 

notion of a personal So (from which derives the saying oru so so - each 

partakes of his unique fate -and fortune. It is concretized by certain objects 

and rituals of personal devotion. These provide the setting and occasion for 

persons to constantly school themselves to the fact of their humanity, as 

against being mere biological organisms. 

 

Next after the personal so, is the consciousness of a family heritage or a 

peculiar trend of benevolent support from the past till the present, buoying 
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up each individual's life. It is represented in the notion commemorating 

lineage ancestors (duein). This concept again has its own specific sets of 

symbolic objects and associated rites which are used to concretize it, and 

which permit the individual to regularly exercise and reinforce his 

awareness of this modality.    

 

Next, after the ancestral 'force' comes the notion of the societal paradigm 

that sets the outline and tone of cultural accomplishments which sustain 

each human collectivity. It is represented by references to oru and these are 

again concretized by a series of symbolic objects,' events, activities and 

gestures. Fourth in the hierarchy of the Kalahari cosmology is the notion of 

Nature principles regulating such eternally recurring phenomena as night 

and day, ebb and flow of the tide with their marine life, waxing and waning 

of the moon, creation of classes of animals through reproduction, and the 

known functioning of herbs. The abstract principles are visibly represented 

by the owu or masquerade creations that entertain, terrorize and instruct 

the society during festivities.  Finally, and having a most minimal 

representation within the world of human activity, is the notion of the 

coordinating source of all these levels of mental models, which is termed 

Opu-Tamuno or God.  

 

Conclusion 

The concrete, symbolic representations by sacred acts and objects serve to 

communicate to present and succeeding generations, the existence of this 

body of invisible conceptual categories within which human affairs are 

known to operate; and outside which the peculiarly human- element 

disappears. These seminal ideas (often carelessly labeled as spirits, gods, 

deities, Idols and with terms like ancestor-worship) are a creation of the 

Kalahari world-view even though every individual member of that society 

may be unable to assert it. It is, therefore, for the sake of providing an active 

record of these thought-product and fundamental categories of the Kalabari 

that the ritual ceremonies and sacred shrines of their culture came to be 
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developed. It is the failure of fervent devotion to the indigenous concept of 

the Supreme Being, and the lack of adherence to lessons there from; even 

when Christianity has not been whole heartedly and earnestly embraced, 

that is responsible for the perceived moral decadence in contemporary 

society 
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